HyperSLICE: HyperBand optimized spiral for low-latency interactive cardiac examination
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Abstract
Purpose: Interactive cardiac MRI is used for fast scan planning and MR-guided interventions. However, the requirement for real-time acquisition and near-real-time visualization constrains the achievable spatio-temporal resolution. This study aims to improve interactive imaging resolution through optimization of undersampled spiral sampling and leveraging of deep learning for low-latency reconstruction (deep artifact suppression).

Methods: A variable density spiral trajectory was parametrized and optimized via HyperBand to provide the best candidate trajectory for rapid deep artifact suppression. Training data consisted of 692 breath-held CINES. The developed interactive sequence was tested in simulations and prospectively in 13 subjects (10 for image evaluation, 2 during catheterization, 1 during exercise). In the prospective study, the optimized framework—HyperSLICE—was compared with conventional Cartesian real-time and breath-hold CINE imaging in terms quantitative and qualitative image metrics. Statistical differences were tested using Friedman chi-squared tests with post hoc Nemenyi test ($p < 0.05$).

Results: In simulations the normalized RMS error, peak SNR, structural similarity, and Laplacian energy were all statistically significantly higher using optimized spiral compared to radial and uniform spiral sampling, particularly after scan plan changes (structural similarity: 0.71 vs. 0.45 and 0.43). Prospectively, HyperSLICE enabled a higher spatial and temporal resolution than conventional Cartesian real-time imaging. The pipeline was demonstrated in patients during catheter pull back, showing sufficiently fast reconstruction for interactive imaging.

Conclusion: HyperSLICE enables high spatial and temporal resolution interactive imaging. Optimizing the spiral sampling enabled better overall image quality and superior handling of image transitions compared with radial and uniform spiral trajectories.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Interactive cardiovascular MRI combines real-time image acquisition, on-the-fly reconstruction, and interactive scan-plane control. It is a vital requirement for MR-guided cardiac interventions and is used increasingly for image planning, particularly in patients with complex anatomy. Unfortunately, conventional Cartesian interactive real-time imaging is limited by relatively low spatial and temporal resolutions, which restricts potential applications.

State-of-the-art approaches that combine k-space undersampling, efficient k-space filling, and iterative reconstructions such as compressed sensing (CS) have enabled high spatial and temporal resolution real-time imaging. However, most of these algorithms are not applicable to interactive imaging due to their incompatibility with on-the-fly reconstruction. Nevertheless, newer iterative approaches like nonlinear inverse reconstruction have been able to perform near-real-time reconstruction of highly undersampled interactive radial data. This method has been successfully applied to catheter guidance, but requires high-end hardware, including multiple GPU systems, to reconstruct images with low latency.

More recently, machine learning (ML) has been leveraged for reconstruction of highly undersampled MRI. In particular, unrolled ML architectures have been shown to outperform iterative methods, winning the most recent MR image reconstruction challenges for 2D Cartesian data. More recently, data-consistent ML reconstructions have shown promising results for reconstruction of Cartesian dynamic images and more recently for non-Cartesian 3D volumes and non-Cartesian dynamic data. Unfortunately, ML techniques that rely on multiple iterations to enforce data consistency for reconstruction are computationally challenging for low-latency applications. Alternatively, ML networks applied as a single-pass postprocessing step (deep artifact suppression) can have short inference times. We have previously demonstrated that deep artifact suppression can be used to perform on-the-fly reconstruction of radially undersampled data using a single midrange GPU and laptop. However, our previous approach suffered from suboptimal image quality during interactive scan-plane changes.

Therefore, we propose two modifications to remedy this problem: changing from radial to spiral sampling and changing the network architecture. Spiral sampling is more efficient than radials but comes with many more degrees of freedom that must be optimized. Thus, in this study we attempt to "find" the optimal variable density spiral trajectory, number of spiral interleaves, and interleave ordering using a bandit-based approach—HyperBand. The HyperBand approach allows multiple sampling schemes to be tested during deep artifact suppression training. The sampling pattern combined with the accompanying artifact suppression network that produces the best image quality can then be used for subsequent prospective inference.

The second modification to the network architecture was used for deep artifact suppression. Our previous approach used a UNet-like architecture with recurrent layers (Recurrent UNet) that can process 2D images on the fly, while still benefiting from temporal redundancies in the data. The main problems with recurrent networks are divergence during training and inference, and slow transitions during scan plane changes. Consequently, we chose to use FastDVDNet, which has recently shown promising performance for real-time video denoising, especially in terms of inference times and the handling of image transitions.

The aims of this study were to (1) jointly find the optimal spiral sampling pattern and train an optimum deep artifact suppression network for interactive imaging; (2) evaluate this HyperBand optimized spiral for low-latency interactive cardiac examination (HyperSLICE) framework against radial and uniform spiral trajectories in simulations, and compare it with Recurrent UNet reconstruction with a focus on image transitions; (3) quantitatively and qualitatively compare images from the optimized framework in a prospective cohort, to reference breath-hold Cartesian, real-time Cartesian, and state-of-the-art reconstructions (CS and unrolled network) of the spiral data; and (4) qualitatively demonstrate the feasibility of using this interactive acquisition and on-the-fly reconstruction during right heart catheter pull back.

2 METHODS

This study was approved by the local research ethics committee (ref. 19/LO/1561), and written consent was obtained in prospective and retrospective cohorts. All data (training and prospective data sets) were acquired in a single center on a 1.5T system (Aera; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).

2.1 Training data

The training data set used for the ML networks consisted of 692 electrocardiogram-triggered breath-held Cartesian balanced SSFP CINE multicoil raw data. The data set included seven different orientations: short axis, four chamber, three chamber, two chamber, right ventricular...
long axis, right ventricular outflow tract, and pulmonary artery. Data were collected in a diverse adult patient population (age: $58.7 \pm 16.0$ years, weight: $77.4 \pm 18.6$ kg, male/female: 56/36) referred for routine cardiovascular MR (including assessment for ischemia, cardiomyopathy, and pulmonary hypertension).

The raw data were acquired with 2-times undersampling (with nominal matrix size of $224 \times 272$ and 44 autocalibration lines) and reconstructed with GRAPPA to recover fully sampled reference Cartesian multicoil k-spaces. From these data, both undersampled input and high-quality target output images were created.

For the proposed method, target magnitude images were reconstructed through fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the fully sampled Cartesian multicoil k-space data and coil combination using root sum of squares (RSS). The resultant ground-truth images were scaled between 0 and 1. At training, the same scaling was applied to the multicoil k-space data before undersampling, whereas during inference each individual undersampled RSS frame was scaled between 0 and 1. Undersampled input images (gridded images) were obtained from the rescaled multicoil Cartesian images via forward nonuniform FFT of each coil image according to the investigated trajectories (as described subsequently) to obtain multicoil spiral undersampled data, followed by backward nonuniform FFT and RSS coil combination.

2.2 Network architecture

FastDVDnet is a convolutional neural network architecture proposed for video denoising, which conventionally takes five noisy frames as input and outputs the denoised central frame. This network architecture was empirically chosen for its high performance, fast runtimes, and its robustness to motion.\textsuperscript{20}

A modified FastDVDnet (Figure 1) was implemented using TensorFlow and Keras.\textsuperscript{21} Modifications included (1) reducing latency between acquisition and display by outputting the deep artifact–suppressed last frame (as opposed to central frame) and (2) empirically enhancing performance in our specific application with no global residual connection, no batch normalization, replacing the pixel-wise addition with a more classic channel-wise concatenation, and replacing the loss by a structural similarity index (SSIM)–based loss.

Our modified FastDVDnet network takes five consecutive frames of undersampled coil-combined gridded magnitude data as inputs, and outputs the deep artifact–suppressed fifth magnitude image (Figure 1A). The FastDVDnet network consists of four denoising blocks, all of which have the same architecture, shown in Figure 1B, where the three “Denoising Blocks 1” of the first layer share the same weights. The network is then applied in a sliding window fashion to output consecutive 2D frames (excluding first four frames of the series). The source code for training and testing our framework for interactive MRI reconstruction (using natural images only for sharing purposes) is provided online (https://github.com/mrphys/HyperSLICE.git).

2.3 HyperBand optimization

HyperBand is a bandit-based technique that makes minimal assumptions and aims at speeding up the evaluation of many hyperparameter configurations. In this
TABLE 1  Range of values tested in HyperBand optimization and resulting optimized spiral imaging parameters as well as matching uniform spiral parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spiral parameters</th>
<th>Radius delimiting inner k-space</th>
<th>Inner acceleration rate</th>
<th>Radius delimiting outer k-space</th>
<th>Relative acceleration outer/inner</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Ordering</th>
<th>TR (ms)</th>
<th>Temporal resolution (ms)</th>
<th>Interleaves</th>
<th>Accel. rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range investigated</td>
<td>[0.1:0.3]</td>
<td>[12:24]</td>
<td>[inner:1-inner]</td>
<td>[0.01:0.35]</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>Hanning, quadratic</td>
<td>[2.88, 3.7]</td>
<td>&lt;55</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Hanning</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Accel., acceleration; N/A, not available.

In this study, we hyper-parameterized six variables that controlled the variable density spiral interleave shape and the number and order of spiral interleaves. Each spiral interleave is defined by five parameters: a k-space inner radius (Parameter 1) with a given sampling density (Parameter 2), a k-space outer radius (Parameter 3) beyond which is a given sampling density (Parameter 4), and a transition type (Parameter 5, e.g., linear, Hanning, or quadratic) that controls the density transition between the inner and outer radii of k-space. Additionally, the ordering of the spiral interleaves (Parameter 6) could either be tiny golden angle (47.3°) or linear (number of interleaves/360°).

We defined the range of allowable repetition times (TR: [2.88, 3.7] ms) and maximum time per frame (T_{acq}: 55 ms). The number of interleaves was then calculated as the rounded down value: T_{acq}/TR. The explored range of parameterized values was restricted to relevant values and are indicated in Table 1.

The trajectory optimization process is depicted in Figure S1. Briefly, randomly parametrized spiral trajectories are generated and used to create paired undersampled and ground-truth images that are used to train the FastDVDnet network. By monitoring validation SSIM, it was possible to allocate more resources and continue training for the most promising trajectory and network combinations.

The maximum resource allocated to a given configuration (i.e., maximum number of epochs) was set to 150, and the ratio of discarded-to-kept configurations between each step of the HyperBand algorithm was set to 5. This led to the modified FastDVDnet architecture being trained for 217 different spiral trajectories over a total of 3404 epochs. The configuration, which resulted in deep artifact–suppressed images with the best validation SSIM, was selected for subsequent studies.

A subset of the data set (40%) was used for HyperBand optimization to reduce overall training times. The data were split 30/10% for training/validation during the HyperBand parameter optimization of the spiral. After the optimized trajectory was selected, the network was then retrained with the whole data set with a 75/10/15% split for training/validation/testing. All training was performed using TensorFlow^21 on a Linux Workstation (with NVIDIA TITAN RTX 24GB).

2.4 Simulation experiments to compare sampling and networks

The optimal spiral trajectory (as chosen by the HyperBand algorithm) was compared with tiny golden radial sampling (with matching temporal resolution, i.e., 17 radial spokes per frame) and a uniform density spiral trajectory (with TR and ordering matching those of the optimal trajectory) in simulation. For these two additional trajectories, the same network architecture and data set as for the final optimized spiral trajectory network were used for training. In addition, to evaluate the benefit of the FastDVD network over the previously used Recurrent UNet, we also trained recurrent UNets for all three sampling patterns, using the same training data. As the FastDVDnet uses four prior frames to reconstruct the first frame of the series, we warmed up the recurrent UNets (with the four prior frames) before reconstructing the same series of images.

A test set of 2D + time images, consisting of 15% of the data set (103 CINEs), were undersampled, gridded, and deep artifact–suppressed using the corresponding network for each of the three trajectories.

Reconstructed simulated real-time data from the test set were assessed in terms of normalized RMS error (NRMSE), peak SNR (PSNR), SSIM, and Laplacian energy (LAPE). Metrics were averaged over five consecutive frames of a CINE in all subjects (total of 515 images). Additionally, SSIM mean and SD in the test cases were measured in 12 frames, during which a sharp transition between two random CINEs from the test set occurred (at...
2.5 | Prospective experiments

2.5.1 | Prospective evaluation of image quality

Prospective data sets were acquired in 10 patients undergoing routine cardiovascular MR. In each subject, three separate long-axis (four-channel, three-channel, and two-channel orientations) CINE data were acquired with (1) the optimized spiral trajectory—HyperSLICE—(pixel size $\approx 1.7 \times 1.7$ mm$^2$, temporal resolution $\approx 55$ ms); (2) an electrocardiogram-triggered breath-held Cartesian reference sequence (nominal pixel size $\approx 1.5 \times 1.5$ mm$^2$, temporal resolution $\approx 27.3$ ms, $\approx 10$-s breath-hold), and (3) a real-time Cartesian sequence (pixel size $\approx 2.5 \times 2.5$ mm$^2$, temporal resolution $\approx 97$ ms). Full acquisition parameters are found in Supporting Information Table S1.

HyperSLICE interactive images were reconstructed in near real time during scanning using Gadgetron$^{26}$ for low-latency communication with an external computer (Linux Workstation with NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 12GB, in which reconstruction times were recorded). The optimized spiral raw data were also retrospectively reconstructed using (1) a simple gridded reconstruction (the equivalent to the input to the network); (2) navigator-less spiral SToRM,$^{27}$ which is a state-of-the-art compressed-sensing reconstruction; and (3) spiral VarNet$^{28}$ reconstruction, which is an unrolled ML network architecture including data consistency. The gridded, SToRM, and VarNet reconstructions were performed offline using open-source codes.$^{27-29}$ VarNet was retrained on the same data set and same optimized trajectory as the proposed HyperSLICE network. The Cartesian data sets used for comparison were reconstructed on the scanner platform using the scanner software reconstructions (including GRAPPA).$^{16}$

Prospective image quality was assessed using quantitative and qualitative metrics. Edge sharpness was evaluated quantitatively by measuring the maximum gradient of the normalized pixel intensities between left ventricular (LV) blood pool and LV myocardium at peak diastole using four line profiles drawn manually.$^{30}$ The line profiles were filtered using a Savitzky–Golay filter (window width, eight pixels, third-order polynomial) to remove contamination with noise pixels. SNR was estimated quantitatively as the ratio between signal in the LV blood pool and empty lung region for all CINES at peak diastole. Because the signal is estimated from magnitude images, a correction factor of 0.66 is applied to account for the non-Gaussian noise distribution.$^{31}$

Subjective image quality was assessed by two clinical experts (V.M. and D.K) in terms of motion depiction, presence of artifacts, and sharpness of the endocardial border. HyperSLICE was compared with Cartesian real-time and gated acquisitions. Videos were shown individually in a randomized order and graded according to a 5-point Likert scale (1 = non-diagnostic, 2 = poor, 3 = adequate, 4 = good, 5 = excellent image quality). However, Likert scoring lacks granularity when comparing different reconstructions of the same raw data. Therefore, ranking was used to compare the alternative reconstructions of the HyperSLICE data. Specifically, SToRM, VarNet, and HyperSLICE videos were shown simultaneously in a shuffled order and ranked (1 = best rank, 2 = middle rank, 3 = worst rank) to enforce differentiation.

2.5.2 | Prospective applications: catheterization

Two patients were scanned using HyperSLICE during routine catheter pull-back, which is usually performed without imaging toward the end of right heart catheterization. During the acquisition, the operator interactively moved the slice position to track the catheter for visualization of its position and movements. Gridded, SToRM, VarNet, and HyperSLICE reconstructions of the same optimized real-time spiral acquisition were qualitatively compared.

2.5.3 | Prospective applications: flexibility

To address whether HyperSLICE could adapt to a wide range of motion states (i.e., deep breathing) or required changes in FOV or spatial resolutions, two additional qualitative experiments were performed on a healthy subject.

HyperSLICE data were acquired during four conditions to evaluate robustness to motion: (1) breath-hold, (2) free-breathing, (3) mild exercise, and (4) peak exercise. Exercise was performed on a supine MR-compatible cycle ergometer (MR Cardiac Ergometer Pedal; Lode, Groningen, the Netherlands). Images were reconstructed using HyperSLICE, VarNet, and SToRM.

HyperSLICE data were also acquired during free-breathing with (1) the original FOV ($400 \times 400$ mm$^2$) and base resolution (240); (2) higher base resolution (FOV = $400 \times 400$ mm$^2$, base resolution = 288); (3) larger FOV (FOV = $450 \times 450$ mm$^2$, base resolution = 240); and (4) higher base resolution and larger FOV (FOV = $450 \times 450$ mm$^2$, base resolution = 288).
2.6 Statistical analysis

Friedman chi-squared tests were performed for repeated-measures nonparametric distributions. When results were deemed significant ($p < 0.05$), a post hoc Nemenyi test was performed to test all pairwise correspondences and statistical significances ($p < 0.05$). All statistical tests were performed in Python using scipy.$^{32}$

3 RESULTS

3.1 HyperBand optimization

HyperBand optimization took about 6 days, during which 217 different spiral configurations were tested. An overview of the SSIM curves for tested configurations are depicted in Supporting Information Figure S1. The trajectories and gridded images for the trajectories with the three highest validation SSIM are shown in Figure 2 (corresponding trajectory parameters in Supporting Information Table S2). Compared with uniform density spiral sampling, the optimized trajectories are heavily sampled in the center of k-space with high undersampling factors in the outer portion of k-space. This results in spatial blurring and light aliasing rather than the heavy undersampling artifacts observed in radial and uniform spiral undersampled images. It should be noted that the best sampling pattern had linear rather than tiny golden angle ordering.

3.2 Training times

The final reconstruction networks trained using the entire data set took 2 h for FastDVDnet, 12 h for Recurrent UNet, and 33 h for VarNet.

3.3 Simulation results

NRMSE, PSNR, SSIM, and LAPE mean and SD over the test data set ($n = 103$) for radial, uniform density spiral and optimized spiral trajectories, and both the FastDVD-net and Recurrent UNet are provided in Table 2. NRMSE, PSNR, SSIM, and LAPE were all statistically significantly higher for the optimized spiral trajectory compared with radial and uniform density spiral trajectories for both network architectures. Interestingly, results also show that for both networks the radial trajectory generally performed statistically significantly better than the uniform density spiral. For the optimized trajectory, the FastDVDnet network gave images with superior SSIM and LAPE ($p < 0.05$), whereas the Recurrent UNet network gave images with better NRMSE and PSNR ($p < 0.05$).

Figure 3 shows image quality obtained during scan plane changes for radial, uniform density spiral, and optimized spiral trajectories using the FastDVDnet reconstruction, and Figure 4A shows the corresponding drop and recovery of SSIM computed over the whole test set. The drop in image quality during transitions was minimal for the optimized spiral trajectory compared with radial and

![Figure 2](https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/mrm.29855)

**FIGURE 2** Top: Uniform and top three optimized variable density spiral trajectories (first to third highest validation structural similarity [SSIM]) obtained from the HyperBand optimization. Bottom: Corresponding gridded images. Corresponding trajectory parameter values and validation SSIM can be found in Supporting Information Figure S2.
TABLE 2  Mean and SD of normalized RMS error, peak SNR, structural similarity, and Laplacian energy computed over the test set images (103 slices × 5 consecutive frames) for radial, uniform, and optimized spiral reconstructed images using FastDVDnet (proposed) and Recurrent UNet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test results (n = 103)</th>
<th>NRMSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>LAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FastDVDnet</td>
<td>Recurrent UNet</td>
<td>FastDVDnet</td>
<td>Recurrent UNet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>0.148 ± 0.033</td>
<td>0.141 ± 0.033</td>
<td>30.67 ± 2.76</td>
<td>31.12 ± 2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>0.171 ± 0.028</td>
<td>0.173 ± 0.029</td>
<td>29.33 ± 2.43</td>
<td>29.25 ± 2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>0.127 ± 0.026</td>
<td><strong>0.122 ± 0.027</strong></td>
<td>31.99 ± 2.66</td>
<td><strong>32.36 ± 2.85</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bold values indicate best performing according to metric.
Abbreviations: LAPE, Laplacian energy; NRMSE, normalized RMS error; PSNR, peak SNR; SSIM, structural similarity.

FIGURE 3  Image quality in simulation for six consecutive frames during abrupt scan-plane change from short axis to four chambers. From top to bottom: Ground truth and restored radial, uniform spiral, and optimized spiral images. Optimized spiral results show better image quality and handling of transitions.

uniform spiral sampling with an average SSIM of 0.71 immediately after transition (vs. 0.45 and 0.43 for radial and uniform spiral trajectories, respectively). It should be noted that, compared with the Recurrent UNet, the FastDVDnet showed much faster recovery of image quality after a change in scan plane for all trajectories, as shown in Figure 4B.

3.4 Prospective results

3.4.1 Prospective evaluation of image quality

Representative X-Y images and X-T profiles from prospectively acquired data for reference, Cartesian real-time, spiral gridded, StoRM, VarNet, and Hyper-SLICE methods are presented in Figure 5. Subjectively, HyperSLICE performed significantly (p < 0.05) better than real-time Cartesian interactive imaging for image sharpness and motion depiction, but slightly worse for image artifacts (Table 3A). However, HyperSLICE did not reach the image quality of reference Cartesian-gated images (p < 0.05). HyperSLICE also significantly (p < 0.05) outranked StoRM and VarNet reconstructions for all subjective categories (sharpness, artifacts, and motion; see Table 3B).

Quantitative SNR and edge sharpness values are provided in Table 3, with HyperSLICE having similar SNR as real-time Cartesian interactive images, but significantly greater edge sharpness. HyperSLICE also performed...
favorably compared with SToRM and VarNet reconstructions (Table 3B).

Compared with the acquisition time of 55 ms, the gridded reconstruction took on average 33 ms, deep artifact suppression 19 ms, and other processes 5 ms (including scaling and formatting). However, as the pipeline can perform gridding and deep artifact suppression of separate images in parallel, the proposed HyperSLICE reconstruction has a theoretical maximum output of one frame every 33 ms and is primarily limited by the k-space gridding.

3.4.2 Prospective applications: catheterization

HyperSLICE is demonstrated interactively during catheter pull-back in Supporting Information Videos S1 and S2. In Supporting Information Video S1, both the interactive interface and operator movements are displayed, demonstrating true interactive imaging during catheter tracking. Supporting Information Video S2 shows only the HyperSLICE images acquired in a second patient for better visualization. Figure 6 and Supporting Information Video S3 show a comparison of the same real-time data acquired during catheter tracking, reconstructed using gridding, SToRM, VarNet, and HyperSLICE. The SToRM reconstruction appeared to slightly blur out the catheter motion, compared with the gridded, VarNet, and HyperSLICE reconstructions. VarNet and HyperSLICE reconstructions seemed to accurately reconstruct the catheter although they were trained uniquely on non-catheterized data. Compared to the gridded and VarNet images, HyperSLICE improved the image sharpness.

3.4.3 Prospective applications: flexibility

Supporting Information Video S4 shows HyperSLICE acquired during breath-hold, free-breathing, mild exercise, and peak exercise. Even with major differences in motion states, image quality is good and motion appears natural, although some signal fluctuations in the image...
FIGURE 5 Qualitative in vivo results: X-Y and X-T (white dotted line) views in the 4-chamber orientation seen with reference breath-hold Cartesian, Cartesian real-time, optimized spiral trajectory with gridded reconstruction, optimized spiral trajectory with navigator-less SToRM (SToRM) reconstruction, optimized spiral trajectory with VarNet reconstruction, and proposed HyperSLICE method.

TABLE 3 Quantitative in vivo results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A) Acquisitions</th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>Edge sharpness (mm^-1)</th>
<th>Subjective image sharpness</th>
<th>Subjective artifacts</th>
<th>Subjective motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference breath-hold</td>
<td>28.8 ± 11.6</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.03</td>
<td>4.20 ± 0.7</td>
<td>3.83 ± 1.0</td>
<td>4.18 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time Cartesian</td>
<td>38.3 ± 11.7†</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.02</td>
<td>2.50 ± 0.6†</td>
<td>3.78 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.28 ± 0.7†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperSLICE</td>
<td>42.5 ± 20.3†</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.04*</td>
<td>3.67 ± 0.5*</td>
<td>3.18 ± 0.6*</td>
<td>3.77 ± 0.4*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(B) Reconstructions</th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>Edge sharpness (mm^-1)</th>
<th>Rank image sharpness</th>
<th>Rank artifacts</th>
<th>Rank motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spiral gridded</td>
<td>22.4 ± 9.3</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.03</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SToRM</td>
<td>25.8 ± 12.0</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.04†</td>
<td>1.98 ± 0.56*</td>
<td>2.12 ± 0.55†</td>
<td>2.53 ± 0.61†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarNet</td>
<td>55.1 ± 35.7†</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.03*</td>
<td>2.82 ± 0.42*</td>
<td>2.78 ± 0.41*</td>
<td>2.36 ± 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperSLICE</td>
<td>42.5 ± 20.3†</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.04†</td>
<td>1.20 ± 0.44†</td>
<td>1.10 ± 0.3†</td>
<td>1.10 ± 0.3†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (A) Acquisitions: SNR, edge sharpness, subjective image sharpness, subjective artifact and subjective motion (1 = worst, 5 = best) mean values and SD computed over the prospective images (10 subjects) for reference breath-hold, Cartesian real-time, and HyperSLICE reconstructed images. Values with † and * are statistically significantly different from reference breath-hold and real-time Cartesian values, respectively (post hoc Nemenyi test, p < 0.05). (B) Reconstructions: SNR, edge sharpness, subjective ranking of image sharpness, artifact and motion (1 = best, 3 = worst) mean values and SD computed over the prospective images (10 subjects). Additionally includes spiral gridded SNR and edge sharpness. Values with †, *, and ‡ are statistically significantly different from gridded, SToRM, and VarNet values, respectively (post hoc Nemenyi test, p < 0.05). Abbreviation: N/A, not available.

background could be observed. This is in comparison to the SToRM reconstruction, which shows poorer motion fidelity, and VarNet reconstruction, which shows lower image quality.

Finally, the HyperSLICE network generalized well to modifications of the FOV size and imaging resolutions, with qualitatively no differences in image quality in all cases (Supporting Information Video S5).
4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we designed a variable density spiral imaging framework for interactive imaging. The main findings of this study were as follows: (i) HyperBand selected an optimal spiral sampling pattern that was much more heavily sampled in the middle of k-space than the outer portions; (ii) in simulations, the optimal spiral sampling pattern (and associated deep artifact suppression) provided better image quality than either uniform density spiral or radial sampling; (iii) the FastDVDnet architecture provided better handling of transitions than the previously used Recurrent U-Net architecture; (iv) in vivo the optimal sampling pattern (and associated FastDVDnet deep artifact suppression) provided higher spatio-temporal resolution compared with conventional Cartesian interactive imaging, and superior image quality compared with SToRM and VarNet reconstructions of the same spiral raw data; and (v) the optimized framework provided high-quality interactive imaging during MR-guided cardiac catheterization.

4.1 | HyperBand optimization

Our previous study using radial sampling and deep artifact suppression demonstrated that high-resolution interactive real-time imaging was possible, although imaging could still be improved. In this study we decided to move to more efficient spiral sampling, to further improve image quality, particularly during scan plane transitions. An important aspect of imaging is optimization of the sampling pattern, and several studies have used ML to learn the optimal sampling through differentiable parameterization of trajectories. However, with differentiable parametrizations it would have not been possible to search for variable numbers of spiral interleaves, different orderings, and different density transitions. Therefore, we used a bandit-based approach that enables more freedom on the choice of trajectories and is more appropriate for our non-differentiable optimization problem. This approach was computationally intensive (6 days of training). It required the training of hundreds of configurations and thousands of epochs, which makes it challenging.
to apply to the other ML approaches such as Recurrent UNet or VarNet, which would have significantly longer training times.

Compared with uniform density spiral sampling, the top three trajectories were much more heavily sampled in the center of k-space. This resulted in spatially blurred and lightly aliased images rather than heavily aliased but sharp images as input. Nevertheless, the reconstructed optimized spiral images still outperformed those from the uniform spiral sampling in terms of all metrics, including LAPE, which assesses image sharpness. This suggests that the superior reconstruction for this application is closer to deep superresolution rather than deep artifact suppression.

It should be noted that all the reconstructed images from the three top sampling patterns were within 0.01 SSIM points, even though the input gridded images had some significant visual differences. This demonstrates that the HyperBand algorithm can search widely in parameter space to provide a variety of good candidates.

Our HyperBand framework was optimized for spiral balanced SSFP imaging, but optimization could easily be done for other spiral sequences. For example, spiral sampling could be optimized for low-flip-angle gradient-recalled echo sequence, which is desirable for intervention due to low heating of metallic guidewires. In addition, the low level of assumptions means the same method could easily be optimized for other types of trajectories (e.g., variable density radial, rosette) with no requirements for developing new parametrizations that are differentiable with respect to the loss.

### 4.2 Simulations experiments

In simulations, the optimized spiral provided superior image quality compared with radial and uniform spiral sampling for both FastDVDnet and Recurrent UNet architectures. This was particularly visible during abrupt scan plane changes, with both uniform spiral and radial sampling demonstrating poor image quality for several frames after the transition. We believe that this is because the optimized spiral gridded images contain significantly less artifact than both the uniform spiral and radial gridded images. This means that the optimized network does not need to rely as heavily on previous frames (compared with radial or uniform spiral networks), leading to much better handling of transitions.

Interestingly, both radial and uniform spiral sampling demonstrated similarly low image quality compared with HyperSLICE, particularly during transitions in synthetic data. This suggests that simply changing to a spiral trajectory is not sufficient for good image quality, and some form of trajectory optimization is necessary. We also showed that replacing the Recurrent UNet with the FastDVDnet architecture improved the image quality during transitions (for all sampling patterns). This is an important finding of our study and demonstrates that good image quality requires both optimized spiral sampling and improved network architecture. Another benefit of FastDVDnet is that it provides much faster and more stable training, with no divergence over time at inference. This is vital for robust use during clinical imaging. Nevertheless, more recent video denoising architectures and improved realistic simulations of the input images could potentially provide better image-reconstruction quality.

### 4.3 Prospective experiments

In the in vivo experiments, we demonstrated that HyperSLICE provided sharper and more motion-accurate images than conventional Cartesian interactive imaging, due to the significantly higher spatio-temporal resolution. Improved resolution will be vital for greater use of interactive imaging in interventional MRI, as well as for direct cardiac evaluation as opposed to purely planning.

Although in our study the HyperSLICE reconstruction performed better than SToRM and VarNet reconstructions, the trajectory was optimized specifically for HyperSLICE. The SToRM and VarNet reconstructions could also probably be improved through sampling optimization, but it is still encouraging that HyperSLICE was not significantly worse than these state-of-the-art reconstructions. In addition, it is important to note that SToRM and VarNet reconstructions are incompatible with interactive imaging due to too slow reconstruction times and additional requirements such as precomputation of coil sensitivities and regularization over the full time series. It might appear surprising that the unrolled VarNet architecture underperforms compared with the image-based deep artifact suppression HyperSLICE; however, VarNet does not exploit any temporal information, reconstructing each 2D frame independently.

It should be noted that spiral acquired images did have more artifacts than conventional Cartesian images. This is unsurprising, as the spiral acquisition is more highly accelerated. Furthermore, spiral sampling is more susceptible to trajectory errors, which could lead to suboptimal reconstructed images. In our method, some signal fluctuations were observed in the background in areas with low signal (Supporting Information Video S4), which could be mitigated using sensitivity-based coil combination; however, this requires additional time, which is problematic during interactive imaging.
Additional corrections of trajectory errors through gradient impulse function measurements could further improve final image quality. More generally, including realistic sources of errors such as noise, off-resonance, and gradient imperfections could lead to better results for the trajectory selection, network training, and final reconstructed image quality.

4.4 Study limitations

In our study, we did not observe any obvious hallucinations. This is a possible risk in our approach, particularly as our network architecture does not include any data consistency. Further optimizations such as including data consistency using unrolled optimizations could ensure more reliable image reconstructions with potentially improved image quality and better generalization to out-of-distribution data. However, as with CS methods, these will be heavily constrained by reconstruction times. Other approaches could be investigated such as including an additional loss in k-space to penalize data inconsistency while still keeping reconstruction times short.

HyperSLICE provides a method for jointly optimizing the acquisition and reconstruction. Once optimized, the framework lacks flexibility in temporal resolution, FOV and imaging resolutions, which might be suboptimal depending on patient size and heart rate. However, when tested prospectively, the reconstruction network was shown to qualitatively adapt well to clinically relevant changes of FOV or base resolution. Further quantitative assessment of the network’s generalizability to changes in sequence parameters might be required to provide a suitable range of use for good image quality before widespread adoption.

The current framework was trained and evaluated on data from a single 1.5T scanner. Evaluating whether a single trajectory and network could generalize well over data from multiple centers, multiple field strengths, or from multiple scanner models is necessary for larger clinical dissemination. It could also be relevant to optimize trajectories depending on field strengths, scanner hardware, and clinical applications.

Finally, our framework was not used to perform actual catheter guidance, as this was a proof-of-concept study. Further work is required to assess the specific improvements in clinical workflow and/or clinical relevance of higher spatial and temporal resolutions for interactive imaging applications. Extended clinical trials, proof of superiority, and interesting commercial prospects would all be required to convince suppliers to integrate the framework into their software for true clinical dissemination.

5 CONCLUSION

After optimization, a variable-density spiral interactive acquisition and reconstruction framework, HyperSLICE, showed promising performance in terms of both image quality and reconstruction times and was successfully demonstrated during interactive cardiac MR-guided intervention, enabling tracking during catheter pull-back with higher spatial and temporal resolutions than conventional interactive imaging.
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Table S1. Nominal acquisition parameters for reference Cartesian breath-hold, real-time Cartesian, and optimized spiral trajectories acquired prospectively in patients.

Table S2. The top three variable density spiral trajectories obtained from the HyperBand optimization.

Figure S1. Trajectory optimization through HyperBand. Hyperparameters to generate spiral trajectories are updated depending on the resulting structural similarity (SSIM) scores obtained from deep artifact suppressed images. The trajectory shown in green corresponds to the resulting optimized trajectory (parameters found in Table 1).

Video S1. Interactive imaging as performed on the scanner during catheter pull back. The interface allows the user to move the scan plane, and images update with minimal latency, enabling immediate feedback on the location of the catheter.

Video S2. Interactive imaging during catheter pull back in a second patient with suspected pulmonary hypertension.

Video S3. Segment of the interactive scan during catheter pull back reconstructed using all methods. The reconstructed segment had to be of a fixed orientation to compute coil sensitivities once for all comparison methods.

Video S4. SToRM, VarNet, and HyperSLICE reconstructions of the same optimized spiral data acquired with different amounts of motion. From left to right: During breath-hold, free-breathing, exercise, and peak exercise.

Video S5. HyperSLICE reconstructions using the same trained network of data acquired with (1) the original FOV (400 × 400 mm²) and base resolution (240), (2) higher base resolution (288), (3) larger FOV (450 × 450 mm²), and (4) both changes (FOV = 450 × 450 mm², base resolution = 288).
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